Pre-workshop Exercise for Participants
For
National Conference on School Leaders ‘Catalysts of Change’
Session: Knowing more about Innovations

Note: This assignment is designed for the participants of the Conference by Dr Mythili Sastry, the resourceperson for a session on Leading Innovations - Knowing more about the Innovations.
We hereby request you to kindly scoop for any two best innovations carried out in the schools which have
solved critical or perennial problem/s. It can be in any area of school education ranging from teaching learning
process to school administration, technology application, regional and cluster governance and so on. Regional
officers and cluster school heads may chose any school in their area of operation. The innovation might be
carried out by principal, teacher, students or administrative staff in the school.
Prepare a chart describing the innovation using a number of accessories as you may deem fit. It may be a
combination of photographs, videos and brief write-up documenting the innovation. It should also fulfill the
criteria of apt communication with only essential words conveying precisely the central focus of innovation. In
this direction, we request you to adhere to the following necessary steps and use the maximum word limit
specified in the bracket. Or you may adhere to a maximum of 425 words altogether.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Description of the problem: (20-25 words)
How did you identify the problem: (20-25 words):
Context /situation within which the problem exists: (35 words)
Process adopted to resolve the problem: (200 words)
(you may support the written description with photographs, actual evidences in terms of objects/materials , videos,
etc)
6. Intended immediate Result obtained : ….. (30 words)
7. Unintended immediate result observed: ……. (30 words)
8. Describe the long term impact observed , if any….. (25 words)
9. Any other which you wish to present in relation to the innovation (20 words)
10. Reflect on the following: Why do you call this an innovation? Why it is not a good practice or a best practice? (20
words).

Dimension of the chart for presenting the innovation: 2 ft by 2 ft.
You are requested to bring these innovations when you come to the annual conference.
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